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Abstract
There are numerous scholarly articles that focus on Chinese Students’ decisions to go overseas and challenges
they face in American High Schools. These research generates a holistic view on the subject., with many of them
agreeing each other. Yet, despite many scholarly articles discussing this topic, I find few of these studies
originate from students who have lived through the experience of having left China to study abroad in the US
themselves. This essay will explore and investigate the experience of Chinese students in US high schools
through a combination of personal experience and scholarly articles. Some of the results go in accordance with
the scholarly articles, while some deviate away from the findings.
Keywords: Chinese Education system, American Education system, Gaokao, High School Education,
Immigration
1. Introduction
The US has been and continues to be one of the most popular destinations for students from China pursuing their
education. Despite the existence of many scholarly articles that explain why this trend evolved and the future
economic ramifications of said trend, there are few that take into account the personal deliberations of the students
who make the decision to leave their country. The unique aspects of education policy in China, combined with the
perceived and real advantages of American institutions, serve to create a distinctive pattern of experiences for
Chinese students who end up in the US.
2. The Decision to Go Overseas
In Vanessa Fong’s book Paradise Redefined: Transnational Chinese Students and the Quest for Flexible
Citizenship in the Developed World, many working-class Chinese students yearn for an overseas education (Fong,
2011). The question “is the moon rounder abroad?” posed by students in the book shows their idyllic perception of
a utopia outside of China, where educational institutions ensure more promising job prospects and higher social
status (Fong, 2011). This desire to go abroad stems first and foremost from dissatisfaction with the institutions that
exist in their home country, which leaves them hoping for something better.
2.1 The “Push” Force from China
One important factor that drives students away from China is its education system. The National College Entrance
Examination, commonly known as gaokao, is a college entrance exam that every Chinese student needs to take.
With the exception of a small number of students who do not need to take the exam because of their exceptional
academic and extracurricular performance, all colleges in China admit students based on their gaokao score. As a
result, this exam becomes one of the most important life events for a Chinese person.
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Figuure 1. Keep it uup! 6574 days uuntil gaokao!
Source: Kkneews, 2018.

Above is a picture show
wing a countdow
wn calendar leeading up to thhe exam, startiing from a chilld’s birth (Kkn
news,
2018). Eveen if such phottos are taken inn jest, it is indiicative of the im
mmense importance that is aascribed to thiss test.
Just to put the scale of gaaokao into persspective, in 20020, 2.2 millionn students tookk the SAT (College Board, 2020),
while 10 m
million students took the gaokkao (XINHUA
A, 2020). Whilee nearly 30 of the world’s topp 50 colleges are
a in
the US, onnly 2 Chinese colleges, Tsinghhua Universityy and Peking U
University, are ranked amongg the top 50 colleges
globally (T
The World Unniversity Rankiings, 2020). Itt is not hard too imagine how
w much pressurre Chinese stud
dents
face to earrn one of the hiighly coveted spots in those colleges.
In fact, thee selection proccess for Chinaa’s top collegess begins not with the gaokao, but with zhonngkao, which is
i the
high schoool entrance exxam. With higgh schools in China being divided into ““ordinary” andd “key” schoo
ols, a
student’s chances for success
s
are too a significantt degree deterrmined by the high schooll that they atttend.
“Designateed key schools are schools distinguished from ordinaryy schools by thheir academic reputation and are
generally aallocated moree resources byy the state,” whhich comes wiith superior teacher quality aand a more refined
curriculum
m (China - Seccondary Educattion, n.d.). Beccause the likellihood of a stuudent to succeeed on the gaok
kao is
dependentt on their perfformance on th
the zhongkao, those who doo not perform
m well on the latter begin to
o eye
possibilitiees abroad.
The tutorinng industry is so ubiquitous in China thatt it begins to nnegatively impact China’s syystem of educa
ation.
This phenomenon is wiidespread enouugh that it driives down the teaching quallity in schoolss, because teac
chers
believe thaat students wiill cover everyything in schoool during theiir tutorial classes. In an atteempt to boost their
reputation, Chinese highh schools begin to forgo cuurriculums aim
med towards ddeveloping weell-rounded, crritical
thinking m
minds, tailoringg their lesson pplans instead toowards gaokaoo preparednesss, which alienates parents wh
ho are
looking foor a more well--rounded educaation for their child.
China’s coompetitive eduucation system has been desccribed as an invvolution (neijuuan). Accordinng to an article from
BBC (Wanng & Wang, 2021),
2
involuttion originatedd as an anthroppological term
m that “refers tto a social con
ncept
where poppulation growtth does not ressult in producttivity or improoved innovatioon.” However,, in Chinese usage,
involutionn is better transslated as one’ss endless pursuuit of improveement due to aan unwillingneess to fall behin
nd in
competitioon. This conceept is increasinngly popular inn China, with hashtags relateed to involutioon receiving over a
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billion views, and the word itself being one of China’s top 10 buzzwords last year. So what is its connection with
the education system in China? It is best explained through a quote by Professor Biao Xiang from the University of
Oxford: “The young continue to feel if they do not work hard or participate in competitions they will be ousted by
society, but they do not see a breakthrough for themselves despite their repeated efforts’’ (Wang & Wang, 2021).
This competition is not just limited to gaokao, but involves academic olympiads, as well as artistic and athletic
achievement. Students sacrifice everything else in pursuit of this infinite loop of improvement, which is one of the
reasons why many Chinese students do not have vibrant personalities when compared to their American peers.
Students born prior to the abolishment of the one-child policy, which includes anyone born before 2015, bear even
more expectations from their family. From grandparents to parents, whole chains of relatives invest their capital
and effort on one person, exacerbating involution as every family strives to make their child outperform other
children.
In recent years there has been a mounting backlash against involution, most notably with the rise of the “tang ping,”
or “lying flat” movement. “Lying flat,” according to Professor Xiao, is youngsters’ desire and action to “give up
meaningless competitions” (Wang & Wang, 2021). However, many see no prospect in “lying flat” in China, as it
would put them and their family at a significant disadvantage in China’s economy. Thus, another solution is to go
overseas; with more internationally renowned colleges abroad, many believe they will face less competition (Ma,
2020).
2.2 The Pulling Force from the US
It is widely acknowledged among Chinese parents and students that American education, with its non-standardized
and individualized classes, cultivates creativity (Ma, 2020). One obvious way to compare the education systems
between China and the US is to explore their pursuit for answers. The common narrative is that Chinese teachers
will only accept objective answers, while American teachers allow input from multiple perspectives (Ma, 2020).
There are indeed schools in the US that specifically design their curriculums and teaching styles in order to foster
creativity, such as the Waldorf Program (Alliance, 2020).
However, based on my lived experience in both education systems, I disagree with this simplification. With
subjects like math and science, answers can only be objective and not up to the teachers’ interpretation. Even
American teachers will not allow answers such as “1+1=3,” which contradict fundamental math principles. On the
other end of the spectrum, it makes no sense if teachers only accept one-sided answers within humanities and arts
subjects. Students can have multiple interpretations of a piece of art; still, teachers from both China and the US will
not force students to only interpret it from one perspective, contrary to what people might believe. In recent years,
there have been many scholarly articles about school conformity and creativity in US schools, such as Sugarman
(1967), Saldana (2013), and Delgado-Gaitan (1988), so it is well-evidenced that schools, in the US and China alike,
demand conformity from students. The fact that schools demand conformity makes a lot of sense because school is
indeed a place to cultivate good citizens for society, and certain norms have to be enforced ubiquitously. The
conformity cultivated among students kills creativity, however, because students are expected to respect and
follow authority instead of doing things on their own. Thus, the view of American schools as steroids for creative
thinking is not exactly what the research shows.
Similar to creativity, the emphasis on critical thinking is part of the allure of the American education system for
Chinese students. However, it is helpful to question some assumptions made by Chinese parents and students
whose perspectives may be shaped by a “grass is greener” syndrome. The advantages of an American education
have been embellished by Chinese education agencies that assist students with college applications and test
preparations, and have an interest in generating demand for American educational institutions. The propagated
narrative is that China’s dull education style, defined by rote-memorization, test-oriented education, and
dichotomous right-or-wrong thinking, suppresses critical thinking abilities. In order to cultivate this indispensable
skill, parents should send their children to the US. For example, many American boarding high schools utilize the
Harkness table, which is a round table surrounded by students in order to more easily facilitate discussion and
open-ended questions, which is said to nurture students’ critical thinking. The encouragement of reading after class
is also a major reason why parents believe that their children will eventually acquire critical thinking in an
American high school.
However, discussion-based learning is not as effective as we believe in cultivating critical thinking skills. Not
every student will speak up during a discussion, thus the intended effect of discussion does not happen among all
students. Some students actually hope to get rid of these discussions as they think these are useless, and they can
learn more in a shorter period of time with lecture-based learning. Thus, discussion-based learning leads to the
development of critical thinking only among those who were already prone to debate and public speaking, leaving
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many, particularly those unfamiliar with this system of learning, on the sidelines.
With the No Child Left Behind Policy of 2001 (NCLB), many American public schools became test-oriented as
they struggled to meet the standard minimum test scores. Even though most Chinese public schools have the same
standardized system, the belief that American education is entirely open and individualized is flawed. This
test-based objective oftentimes leaves no room for discussion-based learning. Some schools do not have the
experts who would be able to effectively execute a discussion-based curriculum, and only utilize it for the sake of
increasing their positive reputation. Instead of engaging in thoughtful conversations, students participate at the
bare-minimum level, leading to dull discussions that do not help build students’ critical thinking. Evidence
suggests that America’s discussion-based approach to cultivating critical thinking does not always bear much
better results than China’s test-oriented education due to low student participation and a paralleled pressure to
succeed on standardized testing. Luckily, NCLB has been replaced in 2015 by the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA), which gives states and public school districts more flexibility to design their own curriculums and reduce
the effect of test-oriented education on critical thinking. Indeed, ESSA has been living up to its promises and
contributing to schools positively (Batel, 2018).
Another big factor for critical thinking is reading. With regards to high school students reading books, numerous
scholarly articles (Hosseini et al., 2012; Ibrahim & Shihab, 2011; Aloqaili, 2012) indicate a strong positive
correlation between reading comprehension and critical thinking; through reading, critical thinking can be
enhanced. Given that we know the benefits of reading on critical thinking, the question becomes whether reading is
happening in American schools, and is it implemented in the curriculum correctly? The answer to the first question
is yes—reading is indeed happening in many American schools. However, it is implemented in a way that cannot
spark students’ interest in reading long term. If you randomly ask an American student whether they like reading or
not, the answer is likely to be no (Ingraham, 2018). Moreover, the dislike toward reading scales up as students
enter higher grades (Gallagher, 2009), which implies that increased time in school diminishes interest in reading.
“High-interest reading is being squeezed out in favor of more test preparation practice. Interesting books are
disappearing as funding is diverted to purchase ‘magic pill’ reading programs” (Gallagher, 2009). As a result,
critical thinking is not likely to be cultivated in schools and reading programs if succeeding on benchmark and
other standardized testing is the primary aim of the school.
On the other hand, reading books has seen a resurgence among Chinese students as more advertisements
encourage students to read. In the past few years, there has been a surge in “reading camps” that guide students to
read and cultivate their interest in reading. This new trend is in part due to a desire among educational agencies
who seek new opportunities within the marketplace. There are even courses claiming to teach children to “read
more than 100,000 words in minutes” (Zuo, 2019), which showcases how far these educational agencies will go in
helping students to read, even though the incentive is monetary. America is clearly not the only place where
students’ interest toward reading can be cultivated.
Despite the many shortcomings of American education, Chinese parents continue to strive to send their children to
US schools. Whether it is because they think that attending a US school may be better for their child’s mental
health, as they will have physical and creative outlets, or because they think that America can better prepare them
for the job market, thousands of Chinese students find themselves studying in US private schools. Many of these
students, however, find themselves ill-prepared for the challenges they face in American high schools.
3. Challenges Faced by Chinese Students in American High Schools
While there are many articles that look into the struggles of Chinese students in the US (Luo, 2013; Liu, Vogel, &
MacLeod, 2016; Yuerong et al., 2017; Fong, 2011; Ma, 2020), those articles are often not in conversation with
each other and do not touch on all of the points that will be covered below. This section will give a holistic
description of the problems faced by the Chinese student, putting the challenges in context and explaining their
relevance.
3.1 Academic Area
US education has adopted a Socratic-method oriented learning approach, defined as the involvement of “overt and
private questioning, expression of personal hypotheses, and a desire for self-directed tasks” in class (Tweed &
Lehman, 2002). This involves teachers giving students opportunities to express their thoughts and allow other
students to question and learn from them. Numerous scholarly articles have pointed to Chinese students’ low
participation in discussions in American schools (Liu, Vogel, & MacLeod, 2016; Ma, 2020). This phenomenon is
especially evident when the class materials rely on American cultural knowledge that is new to Chinese students.
This is in great part due to the fact that expressing personal opinions is considered impolite in Chinese culture, and
thus it is a hard habit to develop for them in high school (Yuerong et al., 2017). As a result, Chinese students learn
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not to speak too much, especially in front of those who are older than them, as they grow up. Since class
participation accounts for a significant portion of the student’s final grade, Chinese students see this as a major
academic obstacle.
The pressure that students feel to succeed in a foreign country sometimes forces them to cheat, which is another
major challenge. Because cheating becomes prevalent within the community of Chinese students in America,
teachers and peers begin to generalize that behavior even to students who do not cheat, leading to stereotyping and
frustration (Ma, 2020). Given that the culture of seeking help for mental health has only recently developed, and
has not permeated Chinese society, both the cheating students and those falling victim to stereotyping do not
utilize the resources to seek help.
3.2 Social-Cultural Area
Chinese students also encounter immense obstacles when it comes to social and cultural integration. There is much
research on Chinese and American cultural differences (Redmond, 2000; Morris & Peng, 1994), so it should come
without surprise that many Chinese students experience great cultural shock when they first study in America.
Chinese students might struggle to understand the importance of respecting others’ privacy, or adapting to an
individualistic environment from a collectivistic past experience. These cultural differences begin to take a toll on
the general happiness of the students, and creates a difficult working environment (Yuerong et al., 2017).
I will resort to a personal experience that illustrates the cultural shock faced by Chinese students. In China, gender
is strictly divided into either male or female. Therefore, the idea of LGBTQ is distant to many Chinese students. I
did not even know of the use of personal pronouns prior to my arrival in the US. However, the LGBTQ community
has been growing rapidly in the US, and gender and sexuality have become extremely relevant topics, especially
amongst adolescents. As my school is situated in the New England area and most people here are left leaning,
many students can comfortably present their pronouns and sexual preferences. Earlier this year, one of my Chinese
friends was moving into school as his visa recently got approved. Coming from a Chinese public school, he had
little idea about the great differences between Chinese and American cultures and so frequently made jokes about
people being gay. Even though his message was never intentionally malicious, his comments would often land as
tone deaf on my classmates’ disgruntled ears. One time, he again made a joke about people’s sexual preferences; at
this time, his comments were heard by another student who is gay. This student criticized his comment angrily, and
my Chinese friend was left confused as the other student stormed out of the room. He later asked me what
happened with his comment, and he realized his ignorance concerning the LGBTQ community and how he had
been creating uncomfortable situations for his peers. This experience gives a vivid picture of how Chinese students
struggle to fully understand American culture. They cannot be blamed because in China, making homophobic
jokes is the norm, and these students are simply unaware that there is anything wrong when they continue their
behavior. Unfortunately, this results in cultural divergence as their American peers distance themselves from
Chinese students. This segregation exacerbates the problem of cultural misunderstanding as Chinese students have
less opportunity to interact with Americans, leading to the formation of cultural cliques.
Due to vastly differing cultural values, Chinese students often face social exclusion (Bartlett & Fischer, 2011; Liu,
Vogel, & MacLeod, 2016). The existence of a separate Chinese social media furthers the problem as Chinese
students only hang out among themselves (Ma, 2020). According to Liu, Vogel and MacLeod (2016),
“international students who succeed in their new environment heavily rely on both social support and social
connectedness” (Sam, 2001; Furnham & Alibhai, 1985). By binding themselves to like-minded peers, Chinese
students can find social comfort among themselves. This isolation becomes a problem because it severely limits
their social interactions and their learning experience. It becomes even worse when the school does not have a lot
of Chinese students, which makes the few who are there feel even more excluded with not many friends of any
ethnicity. While there are some who step out of their comfort zone and manage to integrate, it is certainly not the
trend.
Before studying in my current American high school, I had only attended public schools in China and Hong Kong.
The transition between these two cultures created quite some trouble for me as I struggled to make valuable
connections on campus. Most of my Chinese friends were stuck in China due to their inability to acquire their
student visas. In other words, I was forced to make friends with new people, people from different countries and
cultures. It was difficult initially as I lacked the language skills to express myself. It was worrying as I saw many
others had their own friend groups, while I only had a couple of friends. However, I gradually learned from my
mistakes as I explored different mindsets and social skills that could help me make friends. I eventually made
many friends from different countries, ranging from Bulgaria to Malaysia, from Vietnam to Russia. I could not
guarantee having made all these desirable relationships if all my Chinese friends were on campus, but I am more
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than grateful for all the friends I have and their support that helped me navigate through my freshman year.
3.3 Stress and Anxiety
Every research paper that I read addressing difficulties faced by Chinese students, agrees that one of the biggest
challenges is the language barrier (Yan & Berliner, 2011; Tweed & Lehman, 2002; Lin, 2006). Many Chinese
students have the will to improve their English by conversing with their American peers, but with the cultural
difference this process becomes more difficult. The above-described trend of social isolation among Chinese
students directly leads to a decrease in opportunities to improve their oral English skills, and this cycle traps
Chinese students from ever improving (Yan & Berliner, 2011). While preparation for standardized tests such as the
TOEFL and SSAT guarantees that the students know how to read and write in English, TOEFL being a test for
non-native English speakers and SSAT being a test for private American middle and high school admission, they
cannot help students with their actual oral English and social skills. A Chinese student can score really high on
TOEFL and struggle to communicate withAmericans due to his accent and anxiety. This problem hinders
participation in class discussions, and creates the academic struggles alluded to earlier.
One of the reasons Chinese students decide to study in the US is because of their anxiety towards the gaokao. They
believe that there will be less stress if they study in an American high school, as there will be less time dedicated to
school and more time allocated for different kinds of activities. However, it is safe to say that testing culture does
not change even though they choose to study in the US. With even more forms of standardized tests, such as the
TOEFL, SAT, and APs, Chinese students experience chronic stress as they struggle to achieve an excellent score
in these tests to succeed in college applications (Ma, 2020). American college applications also do not get easier
because students from all over the world flock to the US and compete for some of the best ranked colleges located
in the US. While earlier generations of Chinese students might have received scholarships for their overseas
studies (Fong, 2011), more students are now self-funded with their own families’ capital to go overseas. In other
words, they bear even more family expectations to succeed in their overseas education, as failure means the waste
of huge sums of family resources. On the other hand, the inability to fit in due to the language barrier and lack of
cultural understanding subjects them to peer pressure as they see their classmates making valuable friendships. The
lack of social support makes the Chinese students frustrated as they face all of these problems by themselves.
4. Conclusion
The decision to travel overseas can be a very difficult one for a family to make. A combination of practical
considerations regarding the success of their child, coupled with a desire to see them flourish and develop as
individuals, pushes many families to make the financially burdensome leap of faith. As this paper has tried to show,
many of the perceived benefits of a foreign education are in fact not as salient as many are made to believe. What
also often goes unsaid about the experience of the Chinese in America is how many challenges the students face,
both socially and academically. Many of the reasons that the Chinese come to America for, such as the reduction of
stress and increased chances of admission, do not actually bear any fruit. The intention behind this paper is to
generate understanding of both of the trends that lead to a mass influx of Chinese to America, but also of their
experiences abroad. It is important for Chinese students to understand what they will face once they study in the
US, and I hope that they can make more well-informed decisions after reading this paper.
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